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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose HE G are finite groups and every ordinary irreducible character 
0~ Irr(H) is the restriction xH of some x E Irr(G). Following [2], we will 
say that H has property CR (Character Restriction) in G when this occurs. 
An obvious sufficient condition for CR to hold is that H has a normal com- 
plement in G but this is of course not necessary as, for instance, a cyclic 
group G of order 4 shows. 
A number of authors have shown, however, that property CR together 
with suitable additional hypotheses on H and G does imply the existence of 
a normal complement for H. For instance, Sah [6] shows this if H is a 
Hall rc-subgroup of G and either H is solvable or G is n-separable. Also, 
Hawkes and Humphreys [2] prove that CR yields a normal complement if 
G is solvable and H is an F-projector for G, where 9 is any saturated for- 
mation. 
Among the results in the present paper are a few more situations where 
CR yields a normal complement. The first of these generalizes Sah’s result. 
THEOREM A. Let 7t be a set of primes. Let H 5 G be a solvable 
z-subgroup and suppose H is maximal with this property. If H satisfies CR 
in G, then G has a normal ?c-complement and H is a Hall z-subgroup of G. 
THEOREM B. Let P E SylJG) and assume that H = NG( P) satisfies CR in 
G. Then H has a normal complement in G. 
THEOREM C. Let G be solvable and suppose F is a saturated formation. 
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Assume that an F-normalizer H of G satisfies property CR. Then H has a 
normal complement in G. 
How does one exploit property CR? There are four consequences which 
lie quite near the surface and which have been used in the previous work 
on this subject. In fact, the published results on CR subgroups depend on 
essentially no character theory other than that contained in these four facts. 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. Let H s G satisfy CR. Then 
(a) Any two G-conjugate elements of H are already H-conjugate. 
(b) G’nH=H’. 
(c) IfMaH, then MGnH=M. 
(d) Zj” 1 <Ma H, then HMG/MG satisfies CR in G/MG. 
We shall not give a formal proof of Proposition 1.1 because it is both 
well known and quite easy. We mention, however, that the key to (c) and 
(d) is the fact that 
M”=n {kerx 1 XEIrr(G) and Mskerx}. 
Also, of course, (d) remains true if M= 1, but there is no content in that 
case and it is convenient to exclude it. 
Our main results in this paper merely add to the list of conditions known 
to guarantee that a CR subgroup has a normal complement. Eventually, it 
would be desirable to do more than this. Ideally, we would like to obtain 
general and useable group theoretic necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a subgroup to satisfy CR. What seems needed as a step in this direction is 
to find some significantly deeper consequences of the CR property than 
those contained in Proposition 1.1. Presumably, such consequences must 
exist since it is not very hard to find examples of subgroups HE G which 
satisfy the conclusions of Proposition 1.1 but which do not datisfy CR. 
(For instance, let G be the symmetric group on n 2 5 symbols and let H be 
the stabilizer of all but three points.) 
It would be pleasant to be able to report a major advance in this direc- 
tion, but instead we offer the following. 
LEMMA D. Let G be rt-separable for some set 7c of primes, and let HE G 
satisfy CR. If KS G is a x-subgroup and HZ N,(K), then H n KG is a 
x-group. 
Our proof of this result depends on some of the deeper theory of charac- 
ters of n-separable groups which has been developing recently. We use 
Lemma D to prove Theorem C and indeed, this result could not be 
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obtained using only the character theory embedded in Proposition 1.1 since 
we provide an example of a system normalizer H g G where the con- 
clusions of 1.1 hold and the conclusion of Theorem C does not. Of course, 
in this example, H is not CR in G and the conclusion of Lemma D fails. 
We do not mean to imply that because Proposition 1.1 is nearly trivial, it 
follows that previous authors’ contributions to the theory of CR subgroups 
have little content. In fact, perhaps it is because 1.1 says so little that some 
of the proofs in the literature are so hard. In particular, the result of 
Hawkes and Humphreys [2] depends on the “orbit theorem” of Hawkes 
and Jones [3]. This elegant result has an exceedingly technical and com- 
plex proof. 
As a consequence of one of our lemmas on the way to the proof of 
Theorem B, we can obtain a variation on the orbit theorem fairly easily, 
and we include the proof in Section 4. Unfortunately, our result is not suf- 
ficiently strong to replace the orbit theorem in its application in [2]. 
2. THEOREM A 
We begin with an easy general emma which will be used in the proofs of 
all three of our main theorems. In fact, what is essentially this lemma is 
used in the previously published work on CR subgroups as well. 
In the following and elsewhere in this paper we use the standard “bar 
convention.” Thus, if we define G = G/K, then for H & G, we write n to 
denote the image of H under the canonical homomorphism G --* G. 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let H&G satisfy CR and let NaG. Suppose that 
Nn H = i in every proper factor group G of G in which H satisfies CR. Then 
either N n H = 1 or N n H is the unique minimal normal subgroup of H. 
Proof Let 1 < Ma H and write G = GJMG. Then i7 satisfies CR in G 
by Proposition 1.1(d) and thus i%in H= i by hypothesis. Now Nn H c 
iVn 17 and therefore 
NnHcMGnH=M 
where the last equality is by 1.1(c). The result is now immediate. 1 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let H be a solvable n-group which acts via automorphisms 
on a group N. Zf N is not a n’-group, then for some p E 71, there exists a non- 
trivial p-subgroup P c N which admits H. 
Proof It is no loss to assume that H acts faithfully on N. If H= 1, 
choose any prime p E 7c with p 1 INI and take PE Syl,(N) to complete the 
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proof. We may therefore assume H > 1 and we let Q Q H be a nontrivial 
q-group for some q E E. 
Let C = C,(Q) and note that C < N and C admits H since QQ H. 
Working by induction on IN(, we are done if C is not a &-group since we 
can then apply the inductive hypothesis to C. We assume, therefore, that C 
is a rr’-group. 
There exists SE Syl,(N) with S admitting Q and if q 1 INI, then S > 1 and 
Q has nontrivial fixed points in S. In this case, q 1 (Cl and this is a con- 
tradiction since C is a rt’-group. We conclude that q / IN(. 
Now choose p E 7c with p 1 (NI and note that since q [ JN(, it follows that 
Q stabilizes some of the Sylow p-subgroups of N. Let Y be the subset of 
Syl,(N) consisting of those groups which admit Q. Then Y is not only 
non-empty, it is, in fact, an orbit under the conjugation action of C. (This 
well-known fact may be derived from Glauberman’s lemma. See 13.8 and 
13.9 of [4].) 
The set Y is permuted by H since Q+ H, and it is permuted transitively 
by C. Since C is a x’-group and H acts on C, it follows from Glauberman’s 
lemma (which is 13.8 of [4]) that H fixes an element of Y. Note that con- 
dition (a) of Lemma 13.8 of [4] is indeed satisfied in this situation. The 
proof is now complete. 1 
We are now ready to prove Theorem A which we restate. 
(2.3) THEOREM A. Let n he a set of primes. Let H c G be a solvable 
z-subgroup and suppose H is maximal with this property. If H satisfies CR 
in G, then G has a normal z-complement and H is a Hall z-subgroup of G. 
Proof Let N be the (unique) normal subgroup of G minimal with the 
property that G/N is a solvable n-group. Suppose that 1 < Ka G and that 
in G= G/K, the subgroup B satisfies property CR. We wish to apply 
Lemma 2.1, and so we need to show that Rnm= i. 
We may certainly assume that m> i and so G is not a solvable rc-group. 
Let Ac 0 where UIK and B is maximal among solvable rc-subgroups of 
G. Then H c U < G and H satisfies CR in U. Working by induction on ) GJ 
and applying the inductive hypothesis to U, we conclude that H is a Hall 
It-subgroup of U. Since 0 is a n-group, we have R= D and R is a maximal 
solvable rr-subgroup of G. Since we are assuming fl satisfies CR in G, the 
inductive hypothesis applied to G tells us that G has a normal rc-com- -- 
plement L and that LH = G. (Choose LzK.) 
Now G/L z G/E is a solvable It-group and hence N 5 L. Thus m I-Y Ef E 
L n R= i, as desired. Lemma 2.1 therefore does apply, and either N n H = 1 
or Nn H is the unique minimal normal subgroup of H. 
If N n H = 1 and N is not a n’-group, then by Lemma 2.2, there exists a 
nontrivial p-subgroup P E N with p E TL and H c N,(P). Then PH is a 
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solvable n-subgroup of G strictly larger than H, and this is a contradiction. 
Thus N is a rr’-group and so is a normal rc-complement in G. Since H s G is 
a n-subgroup, it follows from the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem that His con- 
tained in some Hall z-subgroup H* of G. Because G/N is solvable, so is H* 
and thus H = H* by the maximality of H. (Also, our use of the conjugacy 
part of the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem does not require an appeal to the 
odd-order theorem since G/N is known to be solvable.) 
What remains is the case where M = N n H is the unique minimal nor- 
mal subgroup of H. In particular, M is an abelian p-group for some p E 7~. 
We will derive a contradiction in this situation. 
Let R = N,(M) 2 H. If R < G, then by the inductive hypothesis, H is a 
Hall rc-subgroup of R and therefore M is a Hall rc-subgroup of N n R. In 
particular, ME Syl,(Nn R) and since Nn R = N,(M), it follows that 
M E Syl,( N). 
Also by the inductive hypothesis, R has a normal rc-complement and 
therefore R n N does also. It follows that M is a direct factor of R n N and 
therefore M 2 Z(N,(M)). Since ME Syl,(N), Burnside’s transfer theorem 
yields a proper normal p-complement for N. As p E n, this contradicts the 
choice of N. 
We are left with the situation MUG. If N/M is not a rc’-group, then by 
Lemma 2.2 we can find a nontrivial subgroup W/M s N/M such that 
H 5 N(W) and W/M is a q-group for some qE 7~. In particular, WH is a 
solvable n-subgroup strictly larger than H. This contradiction shows that 
N/M is a rc’-group and hence ME Syl,(N). 
By Proposition 1.1(a), the G-conjugacy classes in M are H-classes and 
hence the cardinality of each is a n-number. If XE M, therefore, (G: C,(x)1 
is a n-number. Since M c C,(x) and N/M is a normal rr’-subgroup of G/M, 
we conclude that Nc C,(x) and hence M G Z(N). It follows that N has a 
normal p-complement, and this is a contradiction as before. 1 
3. THEOREM B 
Just as our proof of Theorem A rested on the noncharacter theoretic 
Lemma 2.2, so does our proof of Theorem B use the following group 
theoretic result. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let G = NH where N is a normal rc-subgroup of G. Let 
0 = O,,(H). Suppose Tc G with TH = G. Then [N, 0 n T] c T. 
Proof. Write S = NT and W = 0 n T. Our goal will be to obtain the 
factorization 
S=Ns( W)(Nn T). (*) 
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Assuming this for the moment, we conclude from Dedekind’s lemma that 
N= NN( W)(Nn T) 
since Nn Tc Ns S. However, [NN( W), W] E Nn W= 1 since N is a 
rc-group and WC 0 is a &-group. It follows that 
[N, W] = [N,,,( W)(Nn T), W] = [Nn T, W] s T 
since both W and Nn T are contained in T. This will complete the proof 
and so it remains to establish (*). 
SinceTH=G,wehaveS=T(HnS)andsojHnS:HnTI=IS:TIand 
this is a x-number since S = NT and N is a n-group. Now Sn 0 is a nor- 
mal $-subgroup of Hn S and therefore Sn 0 c H n T z T. It follows that 
SnOsTnO= W and thus W=SnOdHnS. It follows that 
WNu (Hn S)N= S where the equality follows by Dedekind’s lemma since 
HN=G. 
From WNa S, we conclude that WNn Ta T. Since Ws T, Dedekind’s 
lemma yields WN n T = W(N n T) and so W(N n T)d T. 
By the odd-order theorem and the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, we can 
apply the Frattini argument in this situation and obtain 
T=N.(W) W(NnT)=N,(W)(NnT). 
Since S = T(H n S) and H n S E N( W), we have 
S= N,( W)T= N,( W) NT( W)(Nn T) = N,( W)(Nn T) 
as required. m 
We can now prove Theorem B which we restate. 
(3.2) THEOREM B. Let P E Syl,( G) and assume that H = NJ P) satisfies 
CR in G. Then H has a normal complement in G. 
Proof: Let N= Op’p(G) so that NH= G by the Frattini argument. Our 
object is to show that N n H = 1 and we propose to use Lemma 2.1. 
Let 1 < Ka G and assume that in G = G/K, the subgroup R satisfies CR. 
By the Frattini argument, n= NG(P) and PE Syl,(G) so that working by 
induction on JGI, the inductive hypothesis yields that R has a normal com- 
plement L in G (with L 3 K). Now G/L z G/E which has a normal Sylow 
p-subgroup, and therefore N G L. We have fin ns L n R = i and 
Lemma 2.1 does apply. 
If Nn H > 1, then M= Nn H is the unique minimum normal subgroup 
of H and in particular, MC P. It follows that M= Pn N E Syl,(N). 
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Let R = N,(M) r> H. If R < G, then the inductive hypothesis applied to R 
yields that H has a normal complement in R and this complement must be 
Op’j’( R) and so is contained in N since R/(R n N) is p-closed. It follows 
that M is a direct factor of R n N = N,(M) and hence M c Z(N,(M)). 
Burnside’s theorem now yields a normal p-complement in N and this con- 
tradicts the definition of N. We conclude that R = G and Ma G. 
Finally, we are about to part company with the proof of Theorem A and 
use a different argument. Let 1 # x E M n Z(P) and write T= C,(x). By 
Proposition 1.1(a), we have HT= G and we shall apply Lemma 3.1 in the - - 
group G = G/M, taking rr = p’. Then x, H, T, and P play the roles of 
N, H, T, and 0 in Lemma 3.1. (Note that N is a x-group as required since - - 
ME Syl,(N).) Since P E T in our situation, we conclude that [N, P] s T 
and thus [N, P] s T. 
Now [N, P]aN and H=N,(P) normalizes [N, P] and thus 
[N, P]aG. Also, P[N, P]/[N, P]uG/[N, P] and thus N=OP’P(G)s 
[N, P] E T. This says that x E Z(N) and so Mn Z(N) > 1. However, 
M n Z(N)a H and since M is minimal normal in H, we conclude that 
MS Z(N). 
We finish as in Theorem A with the observation that we now have a nor- 
mal p-complement in N and this contradicts the definition of N. 1 
4. THE ORBIT THEOREM 
The orbit theorem of Hawkes and Jones [3] is the following. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let G = NH be solvable, where N is a normal elemen- 
tary abelian q-subgroup for some prime q, and assume N n H = 1. Suppose G 
acts faithfully on an elementary abelian p-group V with p #q and assume 
that H is transitive on each G-orbit of the elements of V. Then [N, 0] = 1 
where 0 = O,(H). 
We have changed notation somewhat from that used in [3] so as to 
make more apparent the connection with our Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, 
note that if u E V and T= C,(v), then the orbit hypothesis in Theorem 4.1 
is simply that TH = G (for every choice of v). 
Our goal in this section is to prove the following modified orbit theorem. 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let G = NH where N is a normal abelian q-group for 
some prime q. Suppose G acts faithfully on an elementary abelian p-group V 
with p # q and assume that H is transitive on each G-orbit of the elements of 
V. Let 0 = O,,(H). Then every element of prime order in 0 centralizes N. 
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The essential differences between Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are that in 4.2 we 
only get certain of the elements of 0 to centralize N whereas in 4.1, all of 0 
centralizes N. However, we need not assume that G is solvable in 4.2 and 
this assumption is crucial in 4.1. We have been unable to decide if the full 
conclusion of 4.1 also holds under the weaker hypotheses in 4.2. Another 
difference between these two theorems becomes apparent when the com- 
plexities of their proofs are compared. Finally, we admit to one further dif- 
ference. The Hawkes-Jones result has a nice application in [2]. So far as 
we know, 4.2 has no use at all. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let G have an ahelian normal Sylow q-subgroup Q of 
prime index r. Suppose G acts on V, an elementary abelian p-group with 
p # q, and assume that no Sylow r-subgroup of G fixes any nonidentity 
element of V. Then G’ acts trivially on V, 
ProofI We may assume V > 1. View V as a kG-module where k = GF( p) 
and note that p # r because of the hypothesis, and so p )I IG/. If V is 
reducible as a kG-module, then by Maschke’s theorem, V = V, i V, non- 
trivially, where each Vi admits G. Working by induction on ( VI, the induc- 
tive hypothesis yields that G’ centralizes each of V, and V, and thus is 
trivial on V. We may therefore assume that V is irreducible and it is no loss 
to assume V is faithful as a kc-module. We need to show that G is abelian. 
Now V may be written as a direct sum of Q-isotypic components which 
are transitively permuted by G, and so the number of components is either 
1 or r. 
Suppose V consists of just one Q-isotypic component so that it is Q- 
homogeneous. Since Q is abelian and acts faithfully, we see that Q is cyclic. 
Let Q0 be the (unique) subgroup of G of order q. Then C,(Q,) < V and 
this subspace admits G since Q,,uG. By the irreducibility of V, we have 
Cy(QO) = 0 and so no subgroup of G of prime order has a nontrivial fixed 
point in V and we have a Frobenius action. 
Let R E Syl,(G). If G is nonabelian, then CQ(R) < Q and since Q is cyclic, 
this forces C&R) = 1 and G is itself a Frobenius group and so cannot be a 
Frobenius complement in any other group. This contradiction forces 
C,(R) = Q and G is abelian, as desired. 
We are left in the case where there are r Q-isotypic components Vi and 
v=vi+ v,i- i V,. Again let R E Syl,(G) and note that R permutes 
the Vi transitively. Let 0 # v, E V, and let vi be the unique element of the R- 
orbit of v, which lies in V,. Then v = x vi # 0 because the sum is direct, and 
v E C,,(R), a contradiction. i 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let R c 0 have prime order r. To show that 
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[N, R] = 1, it suffices to show that [IV, R] acts trivially on V. Since q # p, 
Fitting’s lemma yields 
V=C.([N,R])x w 
where W= [V, [A’, R]]. 
Note that R normalizes W and so the group [N, R]R acts on W. If R 
has no nontrivial fixed point on W then neither does any other Sylow r- 
subgroup of [IV, R]R (since they are conjugate) and therefore by 
Lemma 4.3, ([N, R]R)’ acts trivially on W. Then [N, R] = [N, R, R] acts 
trivially on W and WGC.([N, R]). This forces W=l and 
V = C ,,( [N, R] ) as desired. 
Finally, suppose R does fix some nontrivial w E W. Let T = C,(w) so that 
TH = G by the orbit hypothesis. We apply Lemma 3.1 with rc = {q}. Since 
R c T, we have 
[N, R] c [IV, 0 n T] & T= C,(w) 
and thus w E C ,,( [IV, R] ) n W, a contradiction. 1 
5. SOME CHARACTER THEORY 
So far, the only character theory in this paper was in the proof of 
Proposition 1.1 (which we omitted). We are now ready to begin work 
toward a proof of Lemma D, and for that, we need to discuss some of the 
theory of characters of n-separable groups. 
In the following, if x is any function defined on a subset of a group G, we 
write x* to denote the restriction of x to the set of n-elements in its domain. 
(5.1) PROPOSITION. Let G be z-separable. Then there exists a unique 
basis I,(G) for the vector space of class functions defined on the n-elements 
of G satisfying the following two properties. 
(D) For every x E Irr(G), we have 
x* = 1 d,,cp 
Vein 
with nonnegative integer coefficients d,, . 
(FS) For every ~IEZ,(G), there exists x~Irr(G) with x* = cp, 
Proof: The existence of the basis is the main content of [S] though in 
the notation of that paper, our set Z,(G) would be denoted In’(G). The uni- 
queness is an easy exercise. 1 
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In the “classical” case where n = p’, the complement of the prime p, the 
set IBr(G) of irreducible Brauer characters for p is a basis which satisfies 
the decomposition property (D) by Brauer’s work. If G is n-separable 
(=p-solvable in this case), then IBr(G) also satisfies property (FS) by the 
Fong-Swan theorem. The set ZJG) may therefore be viewed as a 
generalization of IBr(G) for n-separable groups. 
One of the reasons that characters (either ordinary or Brauer) are 
valuable is that by computing kernels, one can use them to find normal 
subgroups. For this reason, we wish to define ker cp for cp E Z,(G). 
Let G be rc-separable and let FEZ,. Let L= (XE G 1 q(x) = q(1)). 
(Note that since cp is defined only for n-elements, we are compelled to use 
the “group generated by” construction for L.) Now the kernel ker cp is 
defined to be the unique subgroup such that 
(ker cp)/L = O,.(G/L). 
(5.2) LEMMA. Let G be x-separable and suppose cp E Z,(G). Let 
N=kercp. 
(a) The n-element gE G lies in N $f cp( g) = cp( 1). 
(b) O,(G/N) = 1. 
Proof: All but the “only if’ part of (a) is obvious from the definition of 
ker cp. Suppose then that gEN is a rc-element and let 
L = (x E G 1 q(x) = q( 1)) as in the definition. Since N/L is a n’-group, we 
have g E L. Now let x E Irr(G) with x* = cp. Then all of the generators of L 
lie in ker x and so g E L E ker x. Therefore, cp( g) = x(g) = x( 1) = cp( 1) as 
required. 1 
Our definition of ker q for cp E Z,(G) is motivated by the classical case 
7t = p’. If cp E IBr(G) corresponds to the characteristic p representation 92 of 
G, then, in fact, ker cp = ker 9. In this case if H c G and the restriction (P” 
is irreducible, then 
Our main result in this section is the analog of this for general n. 
(5.3) THEOREM. Let G be x-separable and suppose cp E Z,(G). Let HE G 
and assume qH E Z,(H). Then 
kercp,=Hnkercp. 
Note that in the situation of Theorem 5.3, we obtain as a corollary that 
O,.(H) z ker cp. It is this consequence which makes Theorem 5.3 useful to 
us. 
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Since we have no analog available for the characteristic p representation 
.% when rt is not the complement of a prime, the proof of Theorem 5.3 is 
not as straightforward. It does, however, ultimately rest on prime charac- 
teristic representations. We will need, however, to develop some more 
machinery. 
Suppose H & G where G is x-separable. If q E Z,(G), then the restriction 
(Pi is certainly a linear combination of the basis Z,(H). In fact, if we choose 
XE Irr(G) with x* = cp, then (Pi= (x*)“= (xH)* and it follows that (P” is a 
nonnegative integer combination of Z,(H). Similarly, if 8 E Z,(H), then we 
can use the usual formula for induced characters, applied only to rc- 
elements, to define eG. If 0 = $* with tj gIrr(H), then 13~ =($*)” = (I,$“)* 
and hence BG is a nonnegative integer linear combination of Z,(G). 
We will also need some further connections between Z,(G) and the 
ordinary and Brauer characters of G. 
(5.4) PROPOSITION. Let G be n-separable. Then there exists a subset 
B,(G) c Irr( G) with the following properties. 
(a) * defines a bijection B,(G) -+ Z,(G). 
(b) Every x E B,(G) is of the form x = yG with y( 1) a n-number, where 
y E B,(W) for some subgroup WE G. 
(c) Suppose N s Mu G with Nq G and M/N a n’-group. Zf x E B,(G) 
with N c ker x, then M G ker x. 
Proof: All of this is at least implicit in [S]. The set B,(G) appears in 
Definition 5.1 of that paper and (b) is immediate from the definition, with 
( W, y) a “nucleus” for y. 
To establish (a), note that by Theorem 9.3 of [S], the functions x* for 
x E B,(G) are distinct and form a basis for the x-class functions. This basis 
satisfies the decomposition property (D) by Corollary 10.1 of [ 51 and since 
it trivially satisfies (FS), it is equal to Z,(G). 
In the situation of (c), let $ be an irreducible constituent of x,+,. Then 
$ E B,(M) by 7.5 of [IS] and also l,,,, E B,(M). Since M/N is a n’-group and 
both $ and 1 M lie over 1 N we conclude that $ = l,,, by 6.2(b) of [S]. 1 
(5.5) PROPOSITION. Let G be n-separable and let p E 7~‘. Suppose /II is a 
Brauer character of G (with respect to p) and that B( 1) is a n-number and 
B* E Z,(G). Then fi is irreducible. 
Proof. Again we rely on results from [S]. Let Hz G be a Hall x-sub- 
group of G. Choose 1 E B,(G) with x* = /?*. By Theorem 8.1 of [S], if CI is 
an irreducible constituent of xH, then c(( 1) b x( 1 ), = x( 1 ), since x( 1) = b( 1) 
is a n-number. Therefore, xH is irreducible. However, xH= PH and it 
follows that p is irreducible. 1 
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(5.6) LEMMA. Let G be x-separable with H s G. Suppose 8 E Z,(H) and 
cp = eG E I,(G). Then ker cp E H. 
Proof: Write N = ker cp and choose $ E B,(H) with Ic/* = 8. If x E Nn H 
is a n-element, then by Lemma 5.2, q(x)= q(l) and since 
40 = (e*lG = w7*, we have x E ker $“. Therefore, O”‘(Nn H) 5 
ker $” 5 ker 1+9. It follows from Proposition 5.4(c) that Nn HL ker $. 
We conclude that (+ ,vnH)N has a principal constituent and therefore 
($G)N has a principal constituent also. Since ($“)* EI,(G), we have 
tic E Irr(G) and thus N 5 ker $” z H. 1 
(5.7) LEMMA. Let G be x-separable and let cp E Z,(G). Suppose x E B,(G) 
with x* = q. Then ker x = ker q, 
ProoJ: If x E G is a z-element, then by Lemma 5.2(a), x E ker cp iff 
q(x) = cp( 1). Since x(x) = q(x) and x( 1) = cp( l), we see that x E ker cp iff 
x E ker x and thus 
O”‘(ker cp) = O”‘(ker x). 
Now O,(G/ker cp)= 1 by Lemma 5.2(b) and O,.(G/ker x)= 1 by 
Proposition 5.4(c). The result now follows. 1 
Note that Theorem 5.3 would now be immediate if we knew that the 
following were true. 
(5.8) Let HE G with G rc-separable. Let x E B,(G) and assume 
b)* E I,(H). Then xH E B,(H). 
It is unclear whether or not 5.8 is correct. That xHrz B,(H) definitely 
would not follow if in 5.8 the assumption that (xN)* E I,(H) were weakened 
to xH E Irr(H). For groups of odd order, however, even this stronger form 
of 5.8 is, in fact, valid. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Write N = ker cp and M= ker qPH. The condition 
that a n-element x E H lies in N is q(x) = cp( 1) by Lemma 5.2(a) and this is 
also the condition for x to lie in M. Therefore, 
O”‘(Nn H) = O”‘(M) 
and since O,,(H/M) = 1 by Lemma 5.2(b), it follows that Nn H c A4 and 
M/(Nn H) is rc’-group. We need to show M c N. 
By Proposition 5.4(a), we can write q = x* for some x E B,(G) and we 
have x = yG with y E B,( W) and WG G. Also, y( 1) is a z-number by 
Proposition 5.4(b). We have 
((Y’)H)* = (XH)* = (x*)H= ~PHEZJH) 
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and therefore (yG)H is irreducible. It follows that WH = G and 
(YGhf = (Y WndH. 
Write 6=y,,, so that 
(6*y = (iv)* = (PH 
From this we conclude that 6* E I,( Wn H) and, of course, 6 E Irr( Wn H). 
By Lemma 5.6, we have M c Wn H. 
By Lemma 5.7, 
N=kerX=kery’Gkery 
and so Nn H c ker 6. We aim to show that MC ker 6. After this is 
established, we will know that x,,,, has a principal constituent. However, 
xM = k& and xH is irreducible since (xH)* = qH. As Md H, it will 
follow that A4 c_ ker xI, G ker x = N, as desired. 




and M/K is a &-group. We wish to derive a contradiction. 
Let Q be any irreducible constituent of 6,. Since Ma Wn H and 6 is 
irreducible, Clifford’s theorem yields that a( 1) divides 6( 1) = y( 1) which is a 
x-number. Also, c1 E Irr(M/K) and so M( 1) divides IM/Kl which is a rc’-num- 
ber. It follows that LX( 1) = 1 and all irreducible constituents of 6, are linear. 
Therefore, M’ c ker 6 and hence M/K is abelian. 
Since we are assuming M/K is nontrivial, choose a prime p ) IM/KI and 
let P/K E Syl,(M/K). We have p E rc’ and P > K. Also, Pa Wn H. 
Now let /I denote the p-Brauer character of W obtained by restricting y 
to p-regular elements. Then 
(P wn,)*=6*~Z,(WnH) 
and since b( 1) is a n-number, Proposition 5.5 yields that flWnH~ 
IBr( Wn H) (and, of course, fi E IBr( W)). Let 92 be a characteristic p 
representation of W corresponding to /I and observe that gwnH is 
irreducible. Also, K E ker 6 c ker y E ker 9 and P/K is a normal p-sub- 
group of (Wn H)/K. Since awnH is irreducible, it follows that P E ker 9. 
Now P G K = Mn ker y and therefore P G ker y and we conclude that 
ker 9 > ker y. Let Llker y be a chief factor of W with L c ker 9?. Since 
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YEB,( W), we have O,( W/ker y) = 1 by Proposition 54(c) and thus 
L/ker y is not a &-group. It follows that it is a rc-group and so it is a 
PI-group. 
If x E L is any p’-element, then since L E ker W, we have B(x) = /?( 1) and 
therefore y(x) = y( 1) and x E ker y. This implies that L/ker y is a p-group 
and we have a contradiction. 1 
6. LEMMA D 
The proof of Lemma D is now easy. We begin with a preliminary result. 
(6.1) LEMMA. Let G be x-separable. Then 
O,,(G)= (7 ker cp. 
V~MG) 
ProojY Certainly O,(G) E ker q for all cp E Z,(G) by Lemma 52(b) and 
it therefore suffices to show that the intersection above is a &-group. Sup- 
pose then that the n-element x lies in kercp for all cp EZJG). Then 
q(x) = cp( 1) for all such cp by Lemma 5.2(a) and therefore x(x) = x( 1) for 
all x E Irr(G) since x* is a linear combination of Z,(G). It follows that 
x=1. 1 
In order to make Lemma D conform to the notation we have 
established, it is convenient to restate it with the roles of rc and 7t’ reversed. 
(6.2) LEMMA D. Let G be n-separable and suppose HG G satisfies CR. 
Let Kc G be a n’-group with HE N(K). Then H n Zf is a n’-group. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 6.1, it suffices to show that H n KG c ker 6 for all 
0 E Z,(H). Given 8, choose $ E Ii-r(H) with $* = t3 and by property CR, 
choose x E Irr(G) with xH = II/. Then (x*)~ = 0 and we write cp = x*. 
Let L = HK. Since qH E Z,(H), we have qpL E ZJL) and therefore 
K E O,,(L) E ker (pL = L n ker cp, where we are using Lemma 6.1 and 
Theorem 5.3. 
We now have Kckercp and so K”gkercp and HnpGHnkercp= 
ker 8 by Theorem 5.3 again. 1 
7. THEOREM C 
We begin with a review of the definition and some relevant facts about 
S-normalizers. The paper by Carter and Hawkes [ 1 ] is a reference for this 
material. 
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Suppose we have a collection of formations 9(p), one for each prime p. 
We say that a p-chief factor K/L of a solvable group G is F-central if 
G/C&K/L) lies in 9(p). The formation F of those solvable groups for 
which each chief factor is F-central is said to be locally defined by the 
Y(p). Every saturated formation 9 is locally defined by some family 
9(p) with the property that 9(p) E 9 for all p (though 9 does not uni- 
quely determine the defining family). 
Now fix 9 and a particular defining family with .9(p) ~9. For an 
arbitrary solvable group G, choose for each prime p a p-complement KP in 
the residual GFcp) and let 
H= n N,(K”). 
Any subgroup constructed like this is an F-normalizer for G and all 
8-normalizers in G are conjugate, despite the fact that 9 does not 
uniquely determine the F(p). 
(7.1) PROPOSITION. Let 9 he a saturated formation and let H be an 
.F-normalizer in the solvable group G. 
(a) [f G is a homomorphic image of G, then i? is an .F-normalizer 
in G. 
(b) HG$=G. 
Proof See [l]. 1 
(7.2) THEOREM C. Let 9 be a saturated formation and let H be an 
F-normalizer in the solvable group G. Assume H satisfies CR in G. Then the 
residual GS is a normal complement for H. 
Proof Write N = GY. By Proposition 7.1(b), it suffices to show that 
N n H = 1 and so we will use Lemma 2.1. Suppose G is a proper factor 
group of G in which i7 satisfies CR. By Proposition 7.1(a), B is an p-nor- 
malizer in G and so, working by induction on IG/, we conclude that 
An GS = i. However, it is obvious that IV c_ G” and so fin I? = i. By 
Lemma 2.1, either Nn H = 1 and we are done, or M = N n H is the unique 
minimal normal subgroup of H. We assume the latter and derive a con- 
tradiction. 
Now M is a p-group for some prime p and we write U = GFcp) so that H 
normalizes some p-complement K of U by the definition of Y-normalizer. 
Since K is a p’-group and H satisfies CR in G, it follows by Lemma D that 
Hn KG is a p’-group. Since the unique minimal normal subgroup A4 of H 
is a p-group, however, we conclude that H n K” = 1. 
Since Nn H > 1, we have N g KG and therefore G/KG $9. Now 
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KG E U c G and Gf U E 9(p) E 9. It follows that some chief factor R/S of 
G with KG c S < R c U fails to be F-central. 
Since 1 U : KI is a p-power, we see that R/S is a p-chief factor and U/S is 
a p-group. It follows that U 5 C,(R/S). Since G/U E F(p), this says that 
R/S is F-central and this is a contradiction and completes the proof, 1 
8. SOME EXAMPLES 
How does one find nontrivial examples of situations where Hg G 
satisfies CR? Of course, CR holds whenever H has a normal complement in 
G and it is not hard to find uncomplemented examples where Hd G. (If G 
is abelian, for instance, every subgroup satisfies CR.) Our first example is 
one which is in some sense far from both the normal complement and the 
normal situations. 
(8.1) EXAMPLE. There exists Hc G satisfying CR, and with G solvable, 
such that for every minimal normal subgroup A4 of G we have 
(a) M @ H and 
(b) MnH>l. 
ProoJ: Let G be the wreath product D14-Z3 where D14 is dihedral, Z, 
is cyclic, and, as usual, the subscripts denote the orders of these groups. We 
can write G= VEZ, where VdG is elementary of order 73, E-a EZ is 
elementary of order 23, and Z is cyclic of order 3. 
Write V= (xi, x2,x,), E= (t,, t2, t3), and Z= (s) with 
(x,y~= (xi)-1 
(x;)Q = xi for i#j 
w = x, + 1 
(tAS = t, + I 
where in the last two equations the subscripts should be read mod 3. Note 
that V is the direct sum of three pairwise nonisomorphic E-modules which 
are not Z-invariant. It follows that V is an irreducible EZ-module. Since 
C,(V) = 1, we conclude that V is the unique minimal normal subgroup 
of G. 
Now to construct H, we let t = t, t2 t, E E so that t inverts V and s com- 
mutes with t. Write 
x = x;Ix:x3 
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and observe that xs = x2 and x’ = x- ‘. It follows that H= (x, st ) has 
order 42 and is isomorphic to the holomorph of a cyclic group of order 7. 
In particular, H has six linear characters and just one other irreducible 
character, of degree 6. 
Since Vn H = (x), conclusions (a) and (b) hold, and all that remains is 
to check that H satisfies CR in G. To do this, it suffices to establish that 
G’ n HE H’ and that G has an irreducible character x of degree 6 with 
V G ker x. 
Now (EZ)’ is a 2-group not containing t and so in G = G/V, the image of 
G’ is a 2-group not containing t. However, R is cyclic of order 6 and its 
unique involution is t. It follows that 
and so G’nHc VnH= (x)=H’ as required. 
Finally, let I~1rr( V) with ker A = (x,, x2). Then Z&n) = V(t,, t2) has 
index 6 in G and the result follows. i 
Next, to show that Lemma D (or something like it) is really needed in 
the proof of Theorem C, we give the following. 
(8.2) EXAMPLE. There exists a solvable group G with system normalizer 
H such that 
(a) H does not have a normal complement in G and 
(b) H and G satisfy the conclusions of Proposition 1.1. 
Proof. Let S = X,(2,3) and S c N with IN : S( = 2 and N not split over 
S. (Note that N & GL(2, 3).) Let Q = Q8 and let G = NQ be the central 
product of N and Q with their centers amalgamated to a subgroup 
Z = Nn Q. Let T E Syl,(N) so that NJ T) = TC where C is cyclic of order 4 
and Z c C. It is easy to see that H = CQ is a system normalizer in G and 
since H contains the unique minimal normal subgroup of G, it certainly 
does not have a normal complement. 
Now suppose x, y E H are G-conjugate. Since Q 4 G, either x, y E Q or 
x, y E H - Q. In the former case, x and y are conjugate in Q since G = 
C(Q)Q and so we may assume that x = ca and y = cb where (c) = C and 
a,bEQ. (Note that cpl=cz with ZEZ~Q.) Now y=xg and we write 
g=nq with ngN and qeQ. Then 
cb = y = xg = c”& 
and so cn EN n H = C and therefore cn E {c, cz}. Also, a4 E {a, az> and 
hence b E {a, az >. It follows that b is conjugate to a in Q and so y is con- 
jugate to x in H and Proposition 1.1(a) holds. 
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It is easy to see that G’ = N’ = S and thus G’n H= Z = H’ and 
Proposition 1.1 (b) is satisfied. 
Since C = Z(H), it follows that if 1 < Ma H, then Z c M. We conclude 
that the check Propositions 1.1(c) and (d), we may work in G= G/Z. 
However, R is an elementary abelian 2-group which has the normal com- 
plement s in G. The result now follows. 1 
Note that the conclusion of Lemma D does not (and could not) hold in 
Example 8.2. We see that H normalizes the 3-group T and yet p n H = 
S n H = Z is not a 3-group. 
If HaG and all G-conjugate elements of H are already H-conjugate, 
then all irreducible characters of H are invariant in G. If, in addition, we 
make the strong assumption that all Sylow subgroups of G are abelian, 
then H will satisfy CR in G by Theorem 8.26 of [4]. 
Even in the presence of the abelian Sylow subgroup hypothesis, however, 
if we drop the normality assumption on H and instead assume the con- 
clusions of Proposition 1.1 and Lemma D, it does not follow that H 
satisfies CR. 
(8.3) EXAMPLE. There exists a solvable group G with all Sylow sub- 
groups abelian, and a subgroup H c G such that 
(a) the conclusions of Proposition 1.1 and Lemma D are all satisfied 
and 
(b) H does not satisfy CR in G. 
Proof: Let G be the Frobenius group of order 36 with cyclic com- 
plement of order 4 and let H be any subgroup of order 6. It is routine to 
check that this works. 1 
It would be interesting to find a further general necessary condition for a 
subgroup to satisfy CR which would be strong enough to eliminate 
situations like that in Example 8.3. 
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